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1. Introduction 
The importance of the axiomatic approach to formal definitions of the semantics 
of languages for concurrent programming is by now widely recognized [2 1, 2, 13, 
18. 17-J. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the use of WP (Weakest Preccndition) 
semantics as a tool for the formal definition of the semantics of langultges for 
NVICU~~~M and distributed programming. As far as we know, all the previous attempts 
to use WP semantics were by means of reduction to sequential nondet;erminism [18, 
141. Here we aim at a direct concurrent semantics, preserving the processes structure 
of the program. 
* A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 5th International Conference on program- 
ming, Torino, April 1982. Another version appeared as Tech. Rept. No. 44, Department of Computer 
Science, Technion, May 1982. 
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Due to recent developments in the technology of microprocessors, there is an 
increasing trend $*owards the use of languages supporting Idistributed activity involk - 
ing communication, e.g., CSP [ 151, PLITS [ 111, Distributed Processes [3] and, 
recently, ADA [ I]. 
As a model language for our investigation, CSP has been chosen. This language 
(and the model of concurrency on which it is based) already has been given other 
formal definitions [ 12, 13, 5, 2, 4, 6, 17, 221 and attracted considerable attention. 
An important feature of CSP is its emphasis on terminating concurrent programs, 
as opposed to [ 191 or [20], for example, where non-termination is the rule. This 
nicely fits with the use of WP which also emphasizes termination. We show that 
properties like freedom of deadlocks are also naturally reflected in a WP semantics. 
Some aspects of CSP which need to be clarified by formal definition of their 
semantics are the fc!lowing: 
(a) Stress on simultaneity rather than on mutual exclusion as the synchronization 
means. 
(b) The function of communication primitives of input and output {traditionally 
known as send and receive) as a choice mechanism and repetition control mechanism. 
This is an extension of Dijkstra’s guarded commands language [7] allowiilg two 
kinds of nondeterministic resolutions: focal (within a process) and global (among 
several processes). 
(c) The distribuU termination convention by means of which the global plpperty 
of termination (depending on the state of the whole program) is distributed to thL? 
various processes. By this convention a process will either terminate by itself or it 
termination wiil be induced by other processes with which it communicates. 
However. in view of the many semantic definitions of CSP already published 
(only some of which have been referred to above). one could ask a natural ques&Pn: 
why is another semantic definition, though using a method not applied sofar, needed’? 
To justify the definition suggested here, we would like to draw attention to the 
following phenomenon. 
In principle, one can envisage two approaches to attributing a semantics to a 
language for concurrent programs. According to the one approach, some a priori 
semantics is attributed separately to each process, and then those meanings are 
bound together to yield the semantics of the whole program. This approach was 
used in [ 12, 13,201 in the denotational setting, and in [2 1.2, 17,6] in an assertional 
proof rules setting. 
In previous attempts by Apt, de Roever and Francez (unpublished) this approach 
US tried in a WP setting. and caused the use of complicated states involving histories. 
ItI order to appreciate the difficulty involved, consider the following situation: From 
;I given state U. in process PI, two possible continuations are possible. The one 
involve% a communication with a second process, say P,, and if it happens leads to 
3 failing computation. The second involves a communication with a third process, 
\:lv PA, which leads to rucccssful termination; this situation is depicted in the following 
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diagram: 
communication communication 
NOW the question arises, should the state u be included in the weakest precondition 
of Pi (say with the post condition try)? If it is included, then the environment may 
choose the ‘bad’ communication, which makes the choice wrong. If it is excluded, 
again the environment may decide on the ‘good’ ccjmmunication, again making the 
choice wrong. 
Note the difference between this situation, and the one for ordinary nondeterrninis- 
tic programs. For the latter, if a state has a possible failing continuation, it is excluded 
from the WP. Here, however, a continuation that is possible as far as a single process 
is concerned, need not be possible given the wtzofe program. This is bacause the 
environment (i.e., the collection of the other processes in the program) need not 
have a communication to match the failing continuation, making that continuation 
impossible, and preventing its exclusion from the WP as mentioned. 
The conclusion is that the (simple) local state does not contain enough information 
to facilitate a definition of WP of a single process, and extensions of the state to 
include communication histories (or futures) are needed. Even with such extensions, 
a proper weakest precondition semantics for a single process could not be found, 
since any such semantics records only positive information about successful yomputa- 
tions, and disregards unsuccessful paths, which still may match with another process’ 
failing path and thus create a global failure. 
Another technical difficulty originated from tlomain consideration. For terminat- 
ing programs, only finite histories should be considered as enhancements of simple 
states, while solving the domain equations seems to require infinite histories as lrrb’s 
of chains. 
Here we have chosen the second approach, where a centralized semantics is given 
directly to the whole program, thereby avoiding the consideration of histories as 
part of the state but paying the price of giving up full induction on the syntax of 
the program. This centralization enables consideration of a process in its environ- 
ments, avoiding the problems mentioned above. 
We do not have any formal arguments to justify these difficulties; rather, they 
are based on our unsuccessful experience, a mentioned above. We would like to 
pose the problem of the existence of a two-leveled WP-semantics for CSP as a 
challenge to researchers in semantics: is finding it inherently impossible [as believed 
by Dijkstra (private communication)] or just needs some new insight, missed in 
previous attempts? 
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2. The semantic equatiotns 
We refer the reader who is unfamiliar with CSP to [l S] for an informal and 
detailed description of the language. We start with some preliminaries: Let 
P: : [P, 11. - - I[P,l -. . lip,, ] be a program with ( pariah/e disjoin?) conzrn wnicatingprocesses 
I’,, i = 1 . . . . , II. The symbol ‘II’ denotes concurrent composition. 
We denote by A an empty process (with no instructions). We assume that each 
non-empty process is structured as P, . . -* Si ; PI, with P: possibly A We call PI the 
rest of process P,. and it has a major significance in the definition of the ‘rest of the 
(whole) program’, a central concept in what follows. Here Si is a statement, which 
is either null (denoted by skip), an assignment (to local variables), a selection or a 
repetition. Nested concurrency is excluded for simplicity. 
A subscript in a statement denotes the index of the process to which the statement 
belongs. We denote by IF all guarded selection statements. For notational con- 
venience we shall assume that each guard g has two components: a Boolean 
component h (WC take b = true if it is not included) and a communication component 
c f WC’ take, by convention. c = skip, in case it is not included [ 173). Thus, if S, E IF, 
S, has the form 
and thus have to c~~nsidcr I/O operations only 3s 2uards and never its simple 
~omm:mds. WC consider this to bc a simpler solution & the problem of the double 
rofi- of 1,/O commands) than the distinction betwtzcn v~;tk and strong guarding as 
\uggehtcd in [22]. 
WC also use the (syntactic) predicate r_1(~,, cm:) whtrc.3 c,, C, arc‘ I/O compontlnts 
of guards: 
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The predicate p (c,, q) means that ci and cj are syntucticully matching communica- 
tion guards taken from Pi and 1s respectively. Note that this definition hints that 
messages are strongly typed. and czommunication is always to named target processes, 
where the target process is determined syntactically (at compile time). These are 
important features of CSP; for an extension of the language to allow dynamic targets 
and unnamed targets, see [lo]. We also use the notation target(c), where 
target( P, ? x) = target{ pi ! y) = j. 
By convention, target([skipli) = ,“. 
We shall refer to guards as passable or nowpassable. A guard b ; skip-* l l - is 
passable in case b holds (for the current local state). A pair of guards b, ; ci 3. - - 
and bj; ci+* - l are passable in case b, A b, A p( c;, c,) holds. These ilefinitions apply 
to states wi ere control is in front of statements (either in IF or DO) containing the 
corresponding guards. 
We would like to extend the weakest precondition semantics for nondeterministic 
sequential programs [7] to deal with communicating processes. 
First, we define the class SEQ of sequential statements, for which the dei’lnition 
of WP is assumed to be known. The definition is inductive. 
Definition 2.1. SEQ is the smallest family of statements, such that the following 
holds: 
(I ) The null statement and the assignment statements belong to SEQ. 
(3 If Sj E IF, cf =. - - = ~(‘1 = skip and Tf, . . . , T:‘r E SEQ, then 
S, cSEQ and *S, E SEQ. 
Thus. SEQ contains all selection and iteratic>ns without I/O guards, as well as 
the primitive null and assignment statements. 
We assume WP( S]O to be defined as in [7]. The predicates 0 considered here 
are global predicates, defined over the global state of the whole program. By our 
assumption of disjointness. the global state can be taken as the Cartesian product 
of the local states. The set of variables over which the global state is defined is given 
by rhe disjoint union of the sets of local variables of the individual processes. 
Next, wc need to add a basic definition of the meaning of a single communication. 
WC Mint: 
WP([P,‘? s],il[P,! y-J,]0 = 0z.q 
where 0:. is the predicate obtained by substituting y for all free occurrences of x 
in 0. Opcrationatly, this means that a single communication acts as a global 
assignment, relating variables of two (disjoint) r*recesses. Note that WP need not 
be defined for non-matching communication Guam&, as the equations will prevent 
its application in such cases. 
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We now distinguish between two possibilities: 
( 1) The first statement of some process is a purely sequential one. i.e., for some 
f,l<knJ,::S,;Pi and S@EQ. 
(2) NO process starts with a sequential statement, all of the first statements 
containing communication guards. 
Ad (1). Assume that S, E SEQ, for some 1 < I < n, so S, contains no input/output 
guards. In that case St might unconditionally be chosen for execution. An execution 
of S, should result in a state which satisfies the weakest precondition for a successful 
execnrtion of the rest of the program in such a way that Q will hold at the end. 
Thus we must have 
WP[P)Q =) WP(SJQ’ where 0’ = WP[[P,I(- * jP/[I* - l IIf,,]]Q. 
It can be proved [93 that we can define: for any 1 such that 1 s I c n and SI E SEQ, 
we have 
WPfPlU = ~rP[s,Iwp[[~, II- - l llCll* ’ ‘ll~,Jla~ 
i.e., giving preference to sequential program segments preserves the meaning. The 
proof shows that both preferences yield the same set of states as the WP, and both 
are equivalent to the same operational semantics (which is preference- :‘ree). Recall 
that Pi is the rest of process P,, whose first section is sequential (and night be .A ). 
Qnc still has to consider the case where more than one process has it sequential 
statement as its first statement. In this case, the SEQ-rule can be app1ie.J nondeter- 
ministically, and we have to show that the different orders of application all yield 
the same result. This will follow by induction on the number of sequential statements 
from the following lemma, establishing the commutativity of two applications of 
the SEQ-rule to two sequential statements in two different processes (which arc 
variable disjoint! 1. 
fxmma 2.2. For i, j such that 1 s i c j s n, S, E SEQ artd S, E SEQ, 
WPK$IWP[[P, 11. ’ ’ P# l *iI& ; Pjll. * l IIP,,]]Q, = 
= wPIqwP(tP,I/~ * *Il$ : PJI l l pQo,. 
Proof. Hy another application of the SEQ-rule, ( 1) is reduced to 
11) 
(2) 
which is 
Similarly. (2) is reduced to 
WPIS,; S,IWPI[P,II- - *II-I”:II- - #y/* * ~IIP,*lK?)* (5) 
kcc in case S, and S, arc’ v:u-iable disjoint, it follows that WP[S, ; S,] = W’[S, I S,] 
(a theorem on scquen?ral WP), which implies the claim of the lemma. 7 
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Thus, the SEQ-rule can be apTlied in any order, yielding the same results. 
Ad (2). But what if there is no I, such that 1~ I s n and S, E SEQ? Then, the 
program is in a state in which each of the processes (not yet terminated) is willing 
to communicate; somt: of the communication commands serve as iteration guards, 
and some others as selection guards. In such a situation the following three properties 
must hold for any state belonging to the WP. 
Property A. Execution of any of the passable guarded commands will result in a 
state which satisfies the weakest precondition for successfully executing the rest of 
the program, with respect to the (same) post condition 0. 
Property B. Any exit from a repetitive statement (loop) should result in a state 
satisfying the weakest precondition for successfully executing the rest of the program, 
with respect to Q. 
Property C. At icast one of the guards is passable, or at least one of the loops 
must terminate. 
Property C not holding means that the program is in a deadlock-slate in which 
no pair of matching I/O guard, exist, nor does a true local (Boolean) guard exist. 
In that case we must have WP[P]Q = false. 
We proceed by giving a formal presentation of Properties A, B and C. 
Property A: Communication commands as a choice mechanism 
Since for all i, 1 s i G n, S, is either a selection (IF! command or an iteration 
(DO) command, all Sj’s have the following form: 
s, :: [hl ; c,’ -+ 7-j or S, ::* [hi ; c,’ + T,’ 
E‘b’ : c’ 3 r’ oh’;cf-dy 
i---J /):‘I ; c;‘l -3 r;‘l ] l--J h:‘! ; c:‘, + 7y 1. 
Our centralized approach enables us to (syntactic:#y) determine all possible 
matching communications. When the kth guard in S, and the k’th guards ii-! S, :. 3 
passable, then rf, Tf’ may be executed. 
The following will define the meaning of the communication primitives as choice 
mechanism and expresh &bnl norzderermirism : 
whose meaning is: For any pair of matching passable guards, the execution of the 
communication commands will result in a state satisfying the weakest precondition 
for successfully executing the rest of the program (denoted by F:;“‘) with respect 
to 0. An exact definition of pz;” follows below. 
The condition (c: = skip) A bf( indicates that §i is ready to choose some guard 
with no communication requesi, Here we have local rzondeterminism: 
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whose meaning is: For any local nondetermlnistic choice, passing this guard will 
successfully end satisfying the weakest precondition of ,the rest of the program 
(denoted FF) with respect to Q. 
We will have to define p$k’ and & which represent the ‘rest of the program’. 
The ability to consider this ‘rest of the program’ is a major difference from the 
two-leveled approaches, which considers one process at a time. 
Note that so far we did not care whether the I/O guards cf are taken from an 
IF command or from a DO command. This distinction is expressed in the definition 
0T ?‘f Mow. We let, for 1 ~i<j<n, l<k<nn,and l<k’<n,, 
an d 
where, for 1 = i 5 n, 1 s k s n, 
The definition of ?: reflects the meaning of a repetitive statement as once 
executing the loop body and then again the whole loop, as is usual in definitions 
using the least fixed point approach. However, the definition also reflects the fact 
that, bcwcen two consecutive executions of a loop S,, a statement in some P,, j f i, 
may he exccutcd. 
Pwperty H: The distributed termination cot1 wwtiorz 
A loop S, terminates either because all BooIean components b: art’ false or 
because all target prkjcesscs referred to in its guards have terminated, or a combina- 
tion of both. 
Lk, means: each of the guards of S, is either nonpassable (having b: = false) 07 k 
trying to communicate with a terminated t:lrget process. Property B can he for-mall! 
cxprcsscd ;15 follows: 
For each of the loops which satisfies LE, (i.e., are ready to terminate) the program 
is in a \tatc which satisties the weakest precondition for successfully executing the 
re(rt of the program with respect to 0. I-Lxx the rest of the program is obtained by 
deleting S, completely from the prograill. 
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Property C: Freedom from deadlock 
The predicate 
BB,= v 
i,j.k.k’: p(c,k.c:‘) 
b: A b;’ 
means: at least one pair of matching communications is (jointly) passable. Also, the 
predicate 
means: at least one of the local nondeterministic guards is passable. Let 
BB = BBi v BB2. 
BB means: at least one guard is passable (either a global nondeterministic choice 
can be made, or some local nondeterministic choice is possible). 
In case of -BB we must require that at least ON of the loops is ready to terminate, 
as denoted by 
Deadlock freedom can be thus expressed by 
BBv V LL 
i. s,t DO 
i.e., either a communization occurs, or a local guard was passed, or, else, z; loop 
exit occurred. Note that no sequential move S, E SE0 is present, by assumption. 
Formal presentation of the semantic equations 
We sum up the preceding discussion with the following equations defining WP[ PJQ 
by cass, as show in Table 1. The equations are circular and define WP in terms of 
itself. A continuity argument (presented below) justi ies the definition and allows 
for a least fixpoint interpretation of the equations. 
Note. In ease there are no loops wi;rhin the S’s, i = 1, . . . , n, then 
A (LE, 1WP[[P# - -ilP# + -lIP,,]JO)=/ =true 
1: 5,) I10 ci 
and 
v LEi =- ‘J = false. 
I. .s,< IX) tfj 
‘Therefore, we obtain the following theorem. 
W-Theorem. If P Z [, 1 ji - 11 _I] and for all 1 6 i G n, Si f ,I 3 Si E IF, 
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Table 1 
WP equations for CSP. 
A-rule: WP[[A 11. *.lifI]JQ = 0 
SEQ-rule: For any I such that 1 s I6 n and S, E SEC?, 
WPtPJQ=WPfS,I1WP~[~,il. * *11p;)l’ l *ll~“lla) 
Communication-rule (COM): For no 1 s Is n, S, E SkQ. 
WP(PJQ = A U-J% 3WP[[&II. . .IlKII. . ++‘,JlO) 1; .S,F IX3 
A 
if BB then 
A 
r.1.k.k’. p(c:.c: 1 
A , k_ c~zra,p (h k 3 WPlsQMJW? IQ)) 
. I 1 
else 
WP~f-‘lQ = BB 
K-3 A A (6; =I WP[skip](WP[P,k]Q)). 
I.& : c:=\kip 
Thu!&, in case there are no loops the communication-rule is reduced to this expected 
IF-rule, which is a natural extension of the sequential IF-rule in [7]. 
We may also prove the following theorem. 
else [ RR 
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The operational meaning of this theorem is that in case some loop is terminating, 
its termination can be given priority over communications. The reason for this is 
that a loop exit can only reveal new communication capabilities, but cannot cause 
any loss of communications. We omit a formal proof, which involves a tedious case 
analysis. The idea behind the proof is explained later, while we are proving 
equivalence of the given WP definition with another one, which is preference-free. 
Note that the inverse rule, delaying loop exits until no communication is possible, 
is not a valid rule, since possible computation sequences might be lost. 
Remark 2.3. In CSP it is possible for a loop to be in a state in which none of its 
guards is passable though the termination condition is false. Thus, we should not 
expect to have a DO-rule which is a simple extension of the sequential DO-rule. 
Operationally, we attribute this property to delaying the process containing the 
loop until some of its guarding communications are enabled. Thus, Our semantic 
equations adequately characterize the notion of delay, which has 2 highly operational 
meaning and is hard to capture abstractly. 
In order to show that the definition of WP by the above equations is legitimate, 
we have to establish continuity of the functional 7 defined by the above equations. 
The functionality of 7 is given as follows: 
r: (PROG -+ [PRED+ PRED]) -+ (PROG + [PRED-+ PRED]), 
where PROG is the (syntactic) domain of programs, and PRED is the (semantic) 
domain of predicates (sets of states). 
We first prove a lemma which is a slight generalization of standard theorems in 
denotational semantics, showing the continuity of a certain way of composing 
continuous functions. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A, B be domains (cpo’s) with typical elements a, 6. Let F be a 
continuous function, FE [A + [B + B]]. ? hen, the functional G defined by G(F) = 
ha * hb- Fa( Fab) is continuous. 
Proof. Let (fi) be a chain in [A-+ [B + B]]. 
by the definition of lub of a chain of functions 
by the continuity of u fi 
( ) 
a 
i 
==ha-Ah-U u.t;. a (fiab) 
i cc >> i 
by the definition of lub of functions 
=Aa-Abj#,ha)(hab)) 
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and again, by the definition of such a lub, 
; , 
= Aa* hb-1 11 1 (f,a)(fiab) by [8, Lemma 5.41 
j i 
=ha*hb*U (JJJ)&z~) by the definitions of G 
k 
which proves the lcontinuity of G. cl 
Hy a similar argument, we can prove a slightly stronger result, by defining G as 
where f. g are two L fixed) continuous functions in [A -+ A]. From this we have the 
following t heorern. 
Proof. Hy inspection we can see that the general form of r, for 1%’ c 
l I’KOG -+ [PRED + PRED]). is given by 
where cr, arc syntactic predicates, e.g., 31 such that 1 d k tl and SI tz SEQ, and 
where pl, y, are syntactic functions, e.g., computing the rest of the program, or the 
first sequential component of a process. The continuity of such syntactic constructs 
cart be established in a similar way to the areatment of syntactic constructs in standard 
denotational semantics. We prefer not to enter into these details here, since they 
N-C not directly cclinnected with concurrI:ncy and its definition. Thus the continuity 
c)f 7 follower from Lemma 2.-t. II! 
I hc \cm;mtic equations, as defined above, have an rq~erational meaning of prcfer- 
cnc’c of actions according to the following order: 
t I ) sequential (local 1 transitions, 
( 2) loop exits, 
(3 1 communical ion. 
Next. wc show that, as far as WP is concerned, this semantics is equivalent to 
irnothcr one’, giving equations that do not induce my preferences. It is also shown 
in [9] th:it the proposed WP semantics is equivalent to a natural operational 
scm‘rntics. However, if extra iiveness properties, such as fairness. are takC.1 into 
account in the semantic definition, then the definition does become sensitive to 
prcfcrcm*:3 !,f ackons (see [ 161). 
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Non-preference WP-semantics 
We now define another transformer, which we denote by kP, in 
mentioned preferences are not reflected. The equation is given in 
Table 2 
243 
which the above 
Table 2. 
We now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. (The equivalence of the WP semantics to a preference-free one). For 
eoery progrtin~ P arld predicate Q, we ha t‘e 
Proof. The inclusion WP[ P]Q c: 6@[ P]Q is obvious since any legA sequenck.1 of
applications of the WP rules is also a legal sequence of applications oi the %@ rules. 
In other words, any state obtainable by specific preference rules is obtainable by 
having no restrictions on preferences. 
In order to establish the converse conclusion, narneiy G[P]Q E WP[P]Q, we 
have to show that any state obtainable by a sequence of ap;Aications of unrestricted 
preference is also obtainable by a sequence of restricted preferences (according to 
the WP preferences). In order to show this, we state, in a sequence of lemmata, 
Some local commutativity of consecutive applications of $@ rules. By a simple 
inductive argument on the number of WP preference violations, it follows that such 
a sequence can be transformed to an equivalent one, adhering to the WP rrctrictive 
preferences, by local commuting of consecutive rule applications. The formal verifi- 
cation of these lemmata involves a tedious case analysis and is omitted. 
Lemma 2.6.1. For i and j such that 1 6 i # js n, Si E SEQ, Sj E DO and LE, holds, 
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This lemma states that a sequential statement in one process can commute with 
a loop exit in acother process. The proof involves showing that the execution of Si 
will not interfere with the falsity of the Boolean guards in Si, which is a trivial 
consequence of variable disjointness. 
Lemma 2.6.2. For m such that 1 s m s n and S,,, E SEQ, 
Note that equality does not hold in this case, and the commuting is one way only. 
The lemma states that a sequential statement in one process can be given preference 
over a communicatior, between two other processes. 
Again the argument is by the disjointness of ck 11 c;’ and S,,,. The equality does 
not hold since executing S, might weaken Ai,j,k,k’: ptc~,c~A,c;~J bf A b:‘, because i = m 
orj= m may now be the case. 
Note that, while passing, the converse proposition, based on preferring a communi- 
cation over a local action, is not true, since the local action might ‘hide’ a communica- 
tion possibility which is not taken into account. 
Lemma 2.6.3. For i such that 1 =z is n, Sj E DO and LEi holds, 
This lemma states that a loop exit in one process can be given preference over 
communication between two other processes. Note that here alsj the converse does 
not hold, since communication possibilities can be hidden by not exiting the loop. 
proof of Theorem 2.6 (continued). Finally, the theorem follows from Lemmata 
2.6.1-2.6.3 by an inductive argument. Suppose a given sequence of applicaltions of 
@ rules is not a legal sequence of applications of WP rules. The reason must be 
a violation of a preference rule of WP of two consecutive applications. Then, by 
applying the appropriate lemma, an equivalent @? sequence with less preference 
violations is obtained, which is equivalent, by the induction hypothesis, to a WP- 
sequence, and hence the claim of the theorem is established. Cl 
3. Examples 
WC present some small examples of applying the rules. More extensive and 
complicated examples appear in f93. The first two examples exemplify the way the 
communication-rule deals with loops, while the third is concerned with the dis- 
tributed termination convention. 
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3.1. Non terminating loops 
(Or, ‘infinite chattering’, tc use Hoare’s expression). Let 
P::[PI(IPz] where Q:*[true; P2?x+s!+j, P2::*[true; PI! y+skip]. 
Let Q =tme. 
In order to apply the COM-rule, we notice that S,, S2 E DO, and LE, = LE2 = false, 
BB = true. Also, there are no guards with c = skip, and p (c:, t$ ) holds. Thus, we get 
WP[[P, 11 P&rue = 
(E) false 3 WP[[A 11 PJ] true 
A 
false 2 WP[[ PI 11 A]] true 
A 
(BB) if true then 
(CC) [true A true 3 WP[P,? XII PI ! y](WP@;$]true) 
(0 A . . . 
d 
eke 
(ND) false A false. 
By simplifying (using l\& = true), we get 
= WP[P,? xllPl ! y](WP[& Jtrue). (*-I) 
By applying the definitions of the ‘rest of the program’ for DO commands, we get, 
using Ti = T: = skip, 
WP[ Fi $]true = WP[[skip; P, 11 skip ; &]]true. 
Now we apply the SEQ-rule twice for skip, yielding WP&]true = 
WP[[ PI 11 PJ]true. 
Substituting the value obtained for WP[&]true back in (“-1) we get 
WNIPI II ~dtrue = WP]P2? xllP1 ! y](WP[[P,[I&]]true). 
Clearly, the least fixed point of this equation is identically false, and we finally obtain 
WP[[PI 11 P2] Jtrue = false, 
as expected for a nonterminating program. 
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3.2. Term ina ting loops 
Let 
P:: [P,I( PJ where PI ::* [true ; P2 ? x + skip], P2 : : [true ; PI ! y + skip]. 
Let Q=(x=y)- 
Again, we have to apply the COM-rule. This time, S1 G DO while Sz E IF. We 
have LE1 = false, BB = true and p( c:, c:) = true. Thus, we get 
WPlEPl II &11(x = Y) = 
(E) false 3 WP[[ A 11 PJ](x = y) 
A 
(BB) if true then 
(CC) Ctruentrue=WP[P;!?xllP,! ,](WP[Fi:$(x=y)) 
A 
A... 
d, 
(ND) else false. 
After simplifying. we obtain 
= WP(P,? xl/P, ! y](wP[$:; 1(x = v)). ( *_3 J 
Using the definition of pi:: we get 
WP[~~:~J(x = y) = WP([skip; PI Ilskip](x = y) 
f note the difference between the IF command and the DO command). Again, using 
the SEC)-rule twice, we get 
= WP[[fq .l]](x = y) 
We now use again the COM-rule. This time S, E DO, S2 = .I. We halve LE1 = true 
:md BB = false. However, cI has no matching communication since Pz is empty; 
thus the conjunction in the (C)-clause is also empty. We get 
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(BW if false then 
(0 
(ND) else true, 
which simplifies to WP[[A 11 A ]I( x = y). 
By using the A-rule we get as a result x = y. Substituting x = y for WP[Pi;$](A = y) 
in (*-2), we obtain 
WP[[P,I/f*]](x = y) = WP[&? XliP* ! y](x = y). 
Finally, applying the rule for a sin@ t”ommern&tir~n, we get 
= (X = y) G z (y = y) I= true. 
So, WP[[PI /&]](x = y) = true, again as expected, since the loop termiuates after 
one communication, always assigning y to x. 
3.3. Distributed termination con vention 
Let 
f::[PJ)Pz] where P,:*[x<lO;f~?z~x:=z], 
fz:: y := 1;s:=c);*[p,!y+y:=y+1;s:=.Ic1]. 
Also, let 0 = (s = 10). 
We first apply twice the SEQ-rule, accounting for the initializations, 
WPC[C II &ll( s = 10) = wP[[f,~~f;]l(s = m&L (*-3) 
The process Pi is the rest of f2 after deleting the two initializations. Now we have 
to apply the COM-rule. This time, S, E DO as well as S+ DO. We have LE, = 
(x 3 lo), LEz = false and BB = (x < 10). There are no guards with c = skip. Thus, 
we get 
WP([p 111 Pi ]](s = 10) = 
03 A 
x> lo~wP[[nIIf;]](s= 10) 
false = WPl[P, /Li]](s = 10) 
A 
VW if x < 10 then 
(CC) [x<lOr>WP{P,? Zllfl! p](wP[F::;j(s= 10)) 
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h 
(C) A . . . 
4 
I 
(ND) else x2 10. 
By simplifying, we obtain 
=if x2 lOthen WP[[AIIPi]](s= 10) 
else WP([I),? zIIP, ! y](WP&i J(s = 10)). 
We now consider twr, cases: 
Case 1. x 2 10: We have to compute WP[[A IIP$]]( s = 10) by applying the CXIM- 
ilk. 
We have P, = A and S2 E DO. Also, LE.? = true and BB = false. Thus, we get 
- WP([A 11 A](s = 10) = (s = 10). 
CUSC 2. xc IO: We have to compute WP[P,? zllP,! y](WP[Fi$](s = 10)). By 
applying the single communication rule, we get 
= cwP[.P;:;]is = lo));. 
Thus, we fir>t compute: the inner expression. By the definition of $:;$ we have 
IZ> applying the SE:@rule three times, we have 
=wp[x:=z;y:=y+1;s:=s+1] 
(WP[EP,((P;]J(s = 10)). 
Denoting WP([ P, 11 P$] J( s = 10) by W, we obtain the following recursive equation: 
H’=(if xc IOthen (WP[x:= z: y:= y+ 1; s:= s+ l]W)c 
else (s = 101 
or. 0% ritttm difkrtzntly. 
\V=i(if.v- lOthen(( ~~~I:‘,“,:,+,.,)~,else(~-lO). 
I+ constructing the following chain of approximation of the solution, 
W, = false 
II’, = if x e-. 10 then y -.T I 0 A s = 9 else s = 10 
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Wi=ifX<lOthen[ify~10then~=9elsey=11-iAs~10-i] 
else s= 10 
we see that lub Wi is 
W=ifx<lO;hen[ifyalOthens=9 
elses=y-1] 
else s = 10. 
Finally, substituting the value of W back in (*-3), we obtain 
WP[P,II&](s= lo)=(w)p:; 
=if x< lOthen[if 1= lOthenO=9 
elseO=l-I] 
else 0 = 10, 
which easily simplifies to x < 10. 
indeed, the loop body must be executable at least once to achieve s = 10. since 
the initial value of s is not lO! 
4. Conclusion 
We have presented a definition of weakest precondition semantics (WP) for 
communicating processes as expressed in CSP. The approach is a centralized one, 
where the whole concurrent program is at hand, as opposed to two leveled 
approaches first defining separate meaning to processes, and then binding the 
separate meaning to a joint one. The weakest precondition semantics presented is 
CL, able of representing delays and deadlocks. 
A similar approach was used to define WP semantics for shared variables concur- 
rency using critical regions with the with.. . when. . . do construct, which will be 
reported elsewhere. 
We would like to stress again the fact that, in both cases of concurrency cc-nsidcrecl, 
a centralized approach was needed TO facilitate a weakest precondition semantics. 
We believe this property is pertinent to the relationship between weakest precondi- 
tions and concurrency: there does not seem to be an natural method by which the 
predicate transformer corresponding to a collection of interacting processes will be 
functionally defined in terms of the transformers corresponding to the processes 
rather than by the processes themselves. This is a deviation from the sequential 
semantics, in which induction on the syntax turned always to be appropriate. 
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